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you can schedule the auto power off feature to shut down after a specific period of
time. the factory default is to shut down in 60 seconds. you can set the shut down

to be 15, 30, 60, 120, 180 or 240 seconds. in order to set the auto power off
duration, you need to select the automatically shut down computer after power loss

option. from the drop-down menu, select the time in seconds. if the power loss is
less than 60 seconds, select "60 seconds" if it is more than 60 seconds, select the
number of seconds you want to configure. if you don't enter a product key, your

server is automatically licensed as a trial edition. the trial edition functions just like
an exchange standard edition server and is helpful if you want to try out exchange
before you buy it, or to run tests in a lab. the only difference is that you can only

use an exchange server licensed as a trial edition for up to 180 days. if you want to
keep using the server beyond 180 days, you'll need to enter a product key or the

exchange admin center (eac) will start to show reminders that you need to enter a
product key to license the server. now we can turn off the windows host and

remove it from the vmware cluster. we can now test the vmware automatic vm
startup/shutdown settings. we need the following settings, for the home lab to

power on and shut down gracefully: the host to power on the number of minutes to
wait before restart the host to power off power off smcipmitool auto poweron and

shutdown serial key auto poweron and shutdown serial key assuming that you
created a simple windows scheduled task for the vm power on or shut down, you

can test your settings to start the power on and shut down.
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if your esxi host is using esxcli for power management, you can use the shutdown
soft command to trigger a shutdown. if you have set a shutdown soft time to be

once a week, you would enter the following command to schedule a shutdown: you
can also schedule a shutdown hard for your esxi host. but, like the shutdown soft
command, the shutdown hard command will not work if the vm startup/shutdown
feature on your esxi host is disabled. in that case, you would enter the following

command: if youre on a schedule, your pc will automatically turn on when the time
has come. you dont have to worry about your pc being left on by accident. you can
also set a schedule to turn off your pc at a specific time. the shutdown command is
like pressing the power button. this does not turn off the pc immediately, and the pc

will continue to run. it will turn off your pc after a specific amount of time (the
default is 30 seconds). the time you set can be anything from 5 seconds to an hour.
when you close the lid on your laptop, the system automatically turns off the pc and

puts it to sleep. you dont have to use the power button to shut down your pc. you
can also use the windows key + f shortcut to shut down the pc. with sleep, the

system turns off your pc after the amount of time you specify. the system also stops
your pc from running in the background. even if you dont use sleep, your pc will not
start up again until you use the power button. the sleep command is similar to the

shutdown command in that it will turn off the pc after a specific amount of time. the
sleep command has a delay of between 5 and 30 seconds. the default setting is 15

seconds. 5ec8ef588b
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